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Stochastic Gravitational Wave (GW) background

Superposition of unresolved astrophysical sources

Cosmological events

(i) Inflation
(ii) Cosmic strings
(iii) Strong cosmological phase transitions (PTs) !

by expanding and colliding vacuum bubbles of new phase

GW background as a gravitational probe for New Physics

Focus on the EW phase transition (EWPT) relevant for EW baryogenesis

Study a simple model with multiple-step strongly 1st-order EWPTs

Study the impact of multiple-step strong PTs on GW spectra
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Important physical examples of gauge fields are realised  
in Nature (QCD and electroweak interactions)
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Non-perturbative QCD phenomena are far from being understood  
(e.g. quark confinement, mass gap, QCD phase transitions,  
hot/dense QCD phenomena etc)
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Non-abelian gauge (Yang-Mills) fields are present in most of UV completions 
of the Standard Model (e.g. GUTs, string/EDs compactifications etc)
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Confining dark Yang-Mills sectors are often considered as a possible  
source of Dark Matter in the Universe (e.g. dark glueballs)
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Relic abundance of dark glueballs, ubiquitous in string theory, overcloses 
the Universe for confining sectors with critical temperature above the eV-
scale (a big problem for phenomenology!)
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Confining Yang-Mills theories are well studied by lattice simulations,  
and the robust results are available

main motivation for our analysis!
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Dark glueball in effective field theory at finite T:
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Polyakov loop operator charged under the center of SU(N):

2

tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as

` (x) =
1

N
Tr[L] ⌘ 1

N
Tr

"
P exp

"
i g

Z 1/T

0
A0(⌧,x)d⌧

##
,

(1)
where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4

�
+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
anomaly (Eq. (21) of Ref. [62]).

In this simplified model we neglect the entire tower
of heavier glueballs and pseudo-scalar glueballs and the
infinite series of dimensionless gauge invariant operators

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b3 b4

3.72 �5.73 8.49 �9.29 0.27 2.40 4.53

TABLE I. Parameters of the e↵ective potential in Eq. (5).

with di↵erent charges under ZN . Nevertheless this model
describes the essential features of the Yang-Mills phase
transition. Below the critical temperature Tc the last
term in Eq. (2) is negligible. Since the glueballs are rel-
atively heavy compared to the ⇤ scale their temperature
contribution VT [H] can also be disregarded in the first ap-
proximation [37]. We leave a refined analysis accounting
for thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential for a future
investigation.

In the opposite limit, T � Tc, in the deconfined phase,
the term T

4V[`] dominates, i. e. dark gluons are the
dominant component. The precise relation between the
confinement scale ⇤ and the critical temperature of the
phase transition Tc depends mildly on the gauge group
and matter structure of the theory and is determined
by lattice simulations. In this paper, we consider Tc ⇠
1.61⇤ for SU(3) (see e.g. Ref. [63] for arbitrary number
of colors).

We consider the following Lagrangian for the glueball
and Polyakov loop degrees of freedom [37, 64, 65]

L =
c

2

@µH@
µH

H3/2
� V [H, `] , (3)

where

c =
1

2
p
e

✓
⇤

mgb

◆2

(4)

is a constant determined by the glueball mass mgb, that
in the following is assumed to be mgb = 6⇤ [66]. The
Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical order parameter and
since it is assumed to be homogeneous in space, we ignore
terms involving spatial derivatives of `. This corresponds
to neglect the non-trivial dynamics of a first order phase
transition, which proceeds via the formation of bubbles
and their subsequent collisions. This could have a signif-
icant impact on the formation of glueballs, as observed
in presence of matter (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). The kinetic
term for the glueball field H is non-standard, as it can
be inferred from its dimensionality. For this reason, we
write the glueball field H in terms of a canonically nor-
malised scalar field � as H = 2�8

c
�2

�
4, and from this

point on we refer to � as the glueball field. It evolves
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Polyakov loop VEV is an order parameter of confinement phase transition:

4

For H we have now:

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1
α

2a2

]

=
Λ4

e
exp [−2b1] . (24)

In the last step we normalized 〈"〉 to unity at high tem-
perature. In order for the previous solutions to be valid
we need to operate in the following temperature regime:

T $
4

√

b1
α
〈H〉 ≈ Tc. (25)

We find that at sufficiently high temperature 〈H〉 is ex-
ponentially suppressed and the suppression rate is de-
termined solely by the glueball – "2 mixing term en-
coded in P ["]. The coefficient b1 should be large (or
increase with the temperature) since we expect a van-
ishing gluon-condensate at asymptotically high tempera-
tures. Clearly it is crucial to determine all of these coeffi-
cients via first principle lattice simulations. The qualita-
tive picture which emerges in our analysis is summarized
in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1: The thin line is the gluon condensate 〈H〉 normal-
ized to Λ4/e as function of the temperature. The thick line
represents the normalized to unity 〈!〉 as function of the tem-
perature. We have chosen for illustration α = 1, b1 = 1.45
and Tc # 1.16Λ.

IV. THE THREE COLOR THEORY

Z3 is the global symmetry group for the three color
case while " is a complex field. The functions V ["] and
P ["] are:

V ["] = a1|"|
2 + a2|"|

4 − a3("
3 + "∗3) +O("5),

P ["] = b1|"|
2 +O("3), (26)

with a1, a2, a3 and b1 unknown temperature dependent
coefficients which can be determined using lattice data.
In this paper we want to investigate the general relation
between glueballs and " so we will not try to find the best
parameterization to fit the lattice data. In the spirit of

the mean field theory we take a2, a3 and b1 to be positive
constants while a1 = α(T∗ − T )/T . With " = |"|eiϕ the
extrema are now obtained by differentiating the potential
with respect to H , |"| and ϕ:

∂V

∂H
=

ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ P ["] =
ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ b1|"|
2 = 0,

∂V

∂|"|
= 2|"|T 4

(

a1 +
H

T 4
b1 − 3a3|"| cos(3ϕ) + 2a2|"|

2

)

= 0,

∂V

∂ϕ
= 6|"|3 sin(3ϕ) = 0. (27)

At small temperature the H/T 4 term in the second equa-
tion dominates and the solution is 〈|"|〉 = 0, 〈H〉 = Λ4/e
and the last equation is verified for any 〈ϕ〉, so we choose
〈ϕ〉 = 0. The second equation can have two more solu-
tions:

3

4

a3
a2

±

√

9

16

a23
a22

+
α(T − T∗)

2Ta2
−

b1H

2a2T 4
, (28)

whenever the square root is well defined (i.e. at suf-
ficiently high temperatures). The negative sign corre-
sponds to a relative maximum while the positive one to
a relative minimum. We have then to evaluate the free
energy value (i.e. the effective thermal potential) at the
relative minimum and compare it with the one at " = 0.
The temperature value for which the two minima have
the same free energy is defined as the critical tempera-
ture and is:

Tc =

[

T∗ +
b1
eα

Λ4

T 3
c

]

αa2
αa2 + a23

. (29)

When a3 vanishes we recover the second order type criti-
cal temperature Tc. To derive the previous expression we
held fix the value of H to Λ4/e at the transition point.
In a more refined treatment one should not make such
an assumption. Below this temperature the minimum is
still for 〈"〉 = 0 and 〈H〉 = Λ4/e.
Just above the critical temperature the fields jump to

the new values:

〈|"|〉 =
a3
a2

, 〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1〈|"|〉
2
]

. (30)

Close but above Tc (i.e. T = Tc +∆T ) we have:

〈|"|〉 &
a3
a2

+ ρ
∆T

Tc
, (31)

with

ρ &
αa2
a3

4κTc − 3T∗

a2Tc − 4b1α(κTc − T∗)
,

κ =
αa2 + a23

αa2
. (32)

a positive function of the coefficients of the effective po-
tential. In this regime

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1(
a3
a2

+ ρ
∆T

Tc
)2
]

. (33)
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as
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where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4

�
+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
anomaly (Eq. (21) of Ref. [62]).

In this simplified model we neglect the entire tower
of heavier glueballs and pseudo-scalar glueballs and the
infinite series of dimensionless gauge invariant operators

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b3 b4

3.72 �5.73 8.49 �9.29 0.27 2.40 4.53

TABLE I. Parameters of the e↵ective potential in Eq. (5).

with di↵erent charges under ZN . Nevertheless this model
describes the essential features of the Yang-Mills phase
transition. Below the critical temperature Tc the last
term in Eq. (2) is negligible. Since the glueballs are rel-
atively heavy compared to the ⇤ scale their temperature
contribution VT [H] can also be disregarded in the first ap-
proximation [37]. We leave a refined analysis accounting
for thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential for a future
investigation.

In the opposite limit, T � Tc, in the deconfined phase,
the term T

4V[`] dominates, i. e. dark gluons are the
dominant component. The precise relation between the
confinement scale ⇤ and the critical temperature of the
phase transition Tc depends mildly on the gauge group
and matter structure of the theory and is determined
by lattice simulations. In this paper, we consider Tc ⇠
1.61⇤ for SU(3) (see e.g. Ref. [63] for arbitrary number
of colors).

We consider the following Lagrangian for the glueball
and Polyakov loop degrees of freedom [37, 64, 65]
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is a constant determined by the glueball mass mgb, that
in the following is assumed to be mgb = 6⇤ [66]. The
Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical order parameter and
since it is assumed to be homogeneous in space, we ignore
terms involving spatial derivatives of `. This corresponds
to neglect the non-trivial dynamics of a first order phase
transition, which proceeds via the formation of bubbles
and their subsequent collisions. This could have a signif-
icant impact on the formation of glueballs, as observed
in presence of matter (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). The kinetic
term for the glueball field H is non-standard, as it can
be inferred from its dimensionality. For this reason, we
write the glueball field H in terms of a canonically nor-
malised scalar field � as H = 2�8

c
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�
4, and from this
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FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and

|`±| =
3b3
4b4

0
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using

t =
1

2

s
45

4⇡3g⇤,⇢(T�)

mP

T 2
�

, (8)
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Expanding the exponential we have:

V [!] = T 4V [!] +
Λ4

e
P [!]−

Λ4

2e
+ · · · . (11)

Since V [!] and P [!] are real polynomials in ! invariant
under ZN we immediately recover a general potential in
!.

III. THE TWO COLOR THEORY

To illustrate how our formalism works we first consider
in detail the case N = 2 and neglect for simplicity the
term VT [H ]. This theory has been extensively studied via
lattice simulations [25, 26] and it constitutes the natural
playground to test our model. Here ! is a real field and
the Z2 invariant V [!] and P [!] are taken to be:

V [!] = a1!
2 + a2!

4 +O(!6),

P [!] = b1!
2 +O(!4), (12)

with a1, a2 and b1 unknown temperature dependent
functions which should be derived directly from the un-
derlying theory. Lattice simulations can, in principle,
fix all of the coefficients. In order for us to investi-
gate in some more detail the features of our potential
and inspired by the PLM model mean-field type of ap-
proximation we first assume a2 and b1 to be positive
and temperature independent constants while we model
a1 = α(T∗ − T )/T , with T∗ a constant and α another
positive constant. We will soon see that due to the inter-
play between the hadronic states and !, T∗ need not to
be the critical Yang-Mills temperature while a1 displays
the typical behavior of the mass square term related to
a second order type of phase transition.
The extrema are obtained by differentiating the poten-

tial with respect to H and !:

∂V

∂H
=

ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ P [!] =
ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ b1!
2 = 0,(13)

∂V

∂!
= 2!T 4

(

a1 +
H

T 4
b1 + 2a2!

2

)

= 0, (14)

A. Small and Intermediate Temperatures

At small temperatures the second term in Eq. (14)
dominates and the only solution is ! = 0. A vanish-
ing ! leads to a null P [!] yielding the expected minimum
for H :

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
. (15)

Here ! and H decouple.
We now study the solution near the critical tempera-

ture for the deconfinement transition. For all the tem-
peratures for which

T 4a1 +Hb1 = T 3α(T∗ − T ) +Hb1 > 0, (16)

the solution for ! is still ! = 0 yielding Eq. (15). The
critical temperature is reached for

Tc = T∗ +
b1
eα

Λ4

T 3
c

. (17)

The critical temperature can be determined via lattice
simulations. We see that within our framework the latter
is related to the glueball (gluon-condensate) coupling to
two Polyakov loops and it would be relevant to measure
it on the lattice. At T = Tc, ! = 0 and H = Λ4/e.
Let us now consider the case T = Tc +∆T with

∆T

Tc
$ 1. (18)

Expanding 〈!〉2 at the leading order in ∆T/Tc yields:

〈!〉2 =
α

2a2

1 + 3 b1
eα

Λ
4

T 4
c

1− b2
1

ea2

Λ4

T 4
c

∆T

Tc
. (19)

We used Eq. (17) and Eq. (13) which relates the tem-
perature dependence of H to the one of !. At high tem-
peratures (see next subsection) 〈!〉 can be normalized to
one by imposing α/2a2 = 1 and the previous expression
reads:

〈!〉2 =
1 + 3 b1

eα
Λ

4

T 4
c

1− 2b2
1

eα
Λ4

T 4
c

∆T

Tc
≡

4Tc − 3T∗

(1− 2b1)Tc + 2b1T∗

∆T

Tc
.(20)

For a given critical temperature consistency requires b1
and T∗ to be such that:

4Tc − 3T∗

(1− 2b1)Tc + 2b1T∗

≥ 0. (21)

The temperature dependence, in this regime, of the gluon
condensate is:

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1〈!〉
2
]

. (22)

We find the mean field exponent for !, i.e. !2 increases
linearly with the temperature near the phase transition
[27]. Interestingly the gluon-condensates drops exponen-
tially. The drop in the gluon-condensate is triggered by
the rise of ! and it happens in our simple model exactly at
the deconfining critical temperature. Although the drop
might be sharp it is continuous in temperature and this
is related to the fact that the phase transition is second
order. Our findings strongly support the common picture
according to which the drop of the gluon condensate sig-
nals, in absence of quarks, deconfinement.

B. High Temperature

At very high temperatures the second term in Eq. (14)
can be neglected and the minimum for ! is:

〈!〉 =

√

α

2a2
. (23)

second-order 
phase transition
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For H we have now:

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1
α

2a2

]

=
Λ4

e
exp [−2b1] . (24)

In the last step we normalized 〈"〉 to unity at high tem-
perature. In order for the previous solutions to be valid
we need to operate in the following temperature regime:

T $
4

√

b1
α
〈H〉 ≈ Tc. (25)

We find that at sufficiently high temperature 〈H〉 is ex-
ponentially suppressed and the suppression rate is de-
termined solely by the glueball – "2 mixing term en-
coded in P ["]. The coefficient b1 should be large (or
increase with the temperature) since we expect a van-
ishing gluon-condensate at asymptotically high tempera-
tures. Clearly it is crucial to determine all of these coeffi-
cients via first principle lattice simulations. The qualita-
tive picture which emerges in our analysis is summarized
in Fig. 1.

FIG. 1: The thin line is the gluon condensate 〈H〉 normal-
ized to Λ4/e as function of the temperature. The thick line
represents the normalized to unity 〈!〉 as function of the tem-
perature. We have chosen for illustration α = 1, b1 = 1.45
and Tc # 1.16Λ.

IV. THE THREE COLOR THEORY

Z3 is the global symmetry group for the three color
case while " is a complex field. The functions V ["] and
P ["] are:

V ["] = a1|"|
2 + a2|"|

4 − a3("
3 + "∗3) +O("5),

P ["] = b1|"|
2 +O("3), (26)

with a1, a2, a3 and b1 unknown temperature dependent
coefficients which can be determined using lattice data.
In this paper we want to investigate the general relation
between glueballs and " so we will not try to find the best
parameterization to fit the lattice data. In the spirit of

the mean field theory we take a2, a3 and b1 to be positive
constants while a1 = α(T∗ − T )/T . With " = |"|eiϕ the
extrema are now obtained by differentiating the potential
with respect to H , |"| and ϕ:

∂V

∂H
=

ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ P ["] =
ln

2

[

eH

Λ4

]

+ b1|"|
2 = 0,

∂V

∂|"|
= 2|"|T 4

(

a1 +
H

T 4
b1 − 3a3|"| cos(3ϕ) + 2a2|"|

2

)

= 0,

∂V

∂ϕ
= 6|"|3 sin(3ϕ) = 0. (27)

At small temperature the H/T 4 term in the second equa-
tion dominates and the solution is 〈|"|〉 = 0, 〈H〉 = Λ4/e
and the last equation is verified for any 〈ϕ〉, so we choose
〈ϕ〉 = 0. The second equation can have two more solu-
tions:

3

4

a3
a2

±

√

9

16

a23
a22

+
α(T − T∗)

2Ta2
−

b1H

2a2T 4
, (28)

whenever the square root is well defined (i.e. at suf-
ficiently high temperatures). The negative sign corre-
sponds to a relative maximum while the positive one to
a relative minimum. We have then to evaluate the free
energy value (i.e. the effective thermal potential) at the
relative minimum and compare it with the one at " = 0.
The temperature value for which the two minima have
the same free energy is defined as the critical tempera-
ture and is:

Tc =

[

T∗ +
b1
eα

Λ4

T 3
c

]

αa2
αa2 + a23

. (29)

When a3 vanishes we recover the second order type criti-
cal temperature Tc. To derive the previous expression we
held fix the value of H to Λ4/e at the transition point.
In a more refined treatment one should not make such
an assumption. Below this temperature the minimum is
still for 〈"〉 = 0 and 〈H〉 = Λ4/e.
Just above the critical temperature the fields jump to

the new values:

〈|"|〉 =
a3
a2

, 〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1〈|"|〉
2
]

. (30)

Close but above Tc (i.e. T = Tc +∆T ) we have:

〈|"|〉 &
a3
a2

+ ρ
∆T

Tc
, (31)

with

ρ &
αa2
a3

4κTc − 3T∗

a2Tc − 4b1α(κTc − T∗)
,

κ =
αa2 + a23

αa2
. (32)

a positive function of the coefficients of the effective po-
tential. In this regime

〈H〉 =
Λ4

e
exp

[

−2b1(
a3
a2

+ ρ
∆T

Tc
)2
]

. (33)
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as

` (x) =
1

N
Tr[L] ⌘ 1

N
Tr

"
P exp

"
i g

Z 1/T

0
A0(⌧,x)d⌧

##
,

(1)
where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4

�
+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
anomaly (Eq. (21) of Ref. [62]).

In this simplified model we neglect the entire tower
of heavier glueballs and pseudo-scalar glueballs and the
infinite series of dimensionless gauge invariant operators

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b3 b4

3.72 �5.73 8.49 �9.29 0.27 2.40 4.53

TABLE I. Parameters of the e↵ective potential in Eq. (5).

with di↵erent charges under ZN . Nevertheless this model
describes the essential features of the Yang-Mills phase
transition. Below the critical temperature Tc the last
term in Eq. (2) is negligible. Since the glueballs are rel-
atively heavy compared to the ⇤ scale their temperature
contribution VT [H] can also be disregarded in the first ap-
proximation [37]. We leave a refined analysis accounting
for thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential for a future
investigation.

In the opposite limit, T � Tc, in the deconfined phase,
the term T

4V[`] dominates, i. e. dark gluons are the
dominant component. The precise relation between the
confinement scale ⇤ and the critical temperature of the
phase transition Tc depends mildly on the gauge group
and matter structure of the theory and is determined
by lattice simulations. In this paper, we consider Tc ⇠
1.61⇤ for SU(3) (see e.g. Ref. [63] for arbitrary number
of colors).

We consider the following Lagrangian for the glueball
and Polyakov loop degrees of freedom [37, 64, 65]

L =
c

2

@µH@
µH

H3/2
� V [H, `] , (3)

where

c =
1

2
p
e

✓
⇤

mgb

◆2

(4)

is a constant determined by the glueball mass mgb, that
in the following is assumed to be mgb = 6⇤ [66]. The
Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical order parameter and
since it is assumed to be homogeneous in space, we ignore
terms involving spatial derivatives of `. This corresponds
to neglect the non-trivial dynamics of a first order phase
transition, which proceeds via the formation of bubbles
and their subsequent collisions. This could have a signif-
icant impact on the formation of glueballs, as observed
in presence of matter (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). The kinetic
term for the glueball field H is non-standard, as it can
be inferred from its dimensionality. For this reason, we
write the glueball field H in terms of a canonically nor-
malised scalar field � as H = 2�8

c
�2

�
4, and from this

point on we refer to � as the glueball field. It evolvesthe effective Lagrangian reads:

3

FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.

according to the e↵ective Lagrangian
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2
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(5)

where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using

t =
1

2

s
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4⇡3g⇤,⇢(T�)

mP

T 2
�

, (8)
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as
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where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4
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+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
anomaly (Eq. (21) of Ref. [62]).

In this simplified model we neglect the entire tower
of heavier glueballs and pseudo-scalar glueballs and the
infinite series of dimensionless gauge invariant operators

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b3 b4

3.72 �5.73 8.49 �9.29 0.27 2.40 4.53

TABLE I. Parameters of the e↵ective potential in Eq. (5).

with di↵erent charges under ZN . Nevertheless this model
describes the essential features of the Yang-Mills phase
transition. Below the critical temperature Tc the last
term in Eq. (2) is negligible. Since the glueballs are rel-
atively heavy compared to the ⇤ scale their temperature
contribution VT [H] can also be disregarded in the first ap-
proximation [37]. We leave a refined analysis accounting
for thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential for a future
investigation.

In the opposite limit, T � Tc, in the deconfined phase,
the term T

4V[`] dominates, i. e. dark gluons are the
dominant component. The precise relation between the
confinement scale ⇤ and the critical temperature of the
phase transition Tc depends mildly on the gauge group
and matter structure of the theory and is determined
by lattice simulations. In this paper, we consider Tc ⇠
1.61⇤ for SU(3) (see e.g. Ref. [63] for arbitrary number
of colors).

We consider the following Lagrangian for the glueball
and Polyakov loop degrees of freedom [37, 64, 65]

L =
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H3/2
� V [H, `] , (3)
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p
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(4)

is a constant determined by the glueball mass mgb, that
in the following is assumed to be mgb = 6⇤ [66]. The
Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical order parameter and
since it is assumed to be homogeneous in space, we ignore
terms involving spatial derivatives of `. This corresponds
to neglect the non-trivial dynamics of a first order phase
transition, which proceeds via the formation of bubbles
and their subsequent collisions. This could have a signif-
icant impact on the formation of glueballs, as observed
in presence of matter (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). The kinetic
term for the glueball field H is non-standard, as it can
be inferred from its dimensionality. For this reason, we
write the glueball field H in terms of a canonically nor-
malised scalar field � as H = 2�8

c
�2

�
4, and from this

point on we refer to � as the glueball field. It evolves
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FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using

t =
1

2

s
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FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
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is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads
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where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
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FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads
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where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as

` (x) =
1

N
Tr[L] ⌘ 1

N
Tr

"
P exp

"
i g

Z 1/T

0
A0(⌧,x)d⌧

##
,

(1)
where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4

�
+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
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z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
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VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
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Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
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PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
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Since quantum effects are embedded into the effective Lagrangian, 
the evolution can be treated as if it were classical
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The glueball field is considered homogeneous and evolves in expanding 
FLRW Universe, with the Klein-Gordon e.o.m.

3

FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and
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(6)
representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using

t =
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value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
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shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
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which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.

Temperature dependence of the Polyakov loop—The
Lagrangian in Eq. (5) describes the evolution of the
glueball-dark gluon system across the phase transition.
This e↵ective description is expected to be valid in a
broad temperature range, except when the temperature
is large T � Tc, where VT [H] needs to be included. Since
the Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical degree of freedom,
its temperature evolution is determined by the location
of the minimum in the e↵ective potential. Being the or-
der parameter of the phase transition, ` approaches 1 at
high temperatures and vanishes for temperatures below
the critical one. The stationary points of ` are ` = 0 and
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using

t =
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Time variable is found in terms of the photon temperature:

3

FIG. 1. Vacuum expectation value of the glueball field H

as a function of temperature. The field is normalized to its
value in the confined phase. The discontinuity at T = Tc is
characteristic of a first-order phase transition and the value of
the jump depends on the parameter c1, whose limiting values
shown in this plot are obtained by a comparison with the lat-
tice data [69]. The values shown correspond to 1� uncertainty
range. We do not use the lattice data for higher temperatures
in the comparison, as our model neglects thermal corrections,
which are increasingly relevant above Tc.
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where we have kept only the lowest order in P[`] satis-
fying the symmetries. The Polyakov loop potential V[`]
is determined from symmetry arguments combined with
fits to lattice thermodynamic quantities. Our choice here
is taken from Ref. [33] and the numerical values of the
constants are reported in Tab. I, for clarity.
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representing two minima, ` = 0 and ` = `+, separated
by a maximum in ` = `�. The solution ` = 0 denotes
the confined phase and it is a global minimum only for
temperatures below the critical temperature. In the de-
confined phase, the solution ` = 0 becomes metastable
and ` = `+ becomes the global minimum. The Polyakov
loop is then “integrated out” using its equation of motion
` = `(�, T ), giving rise to a potential for the glueball field
in the form V [�, T ] = V [�, `(�, T )]. Moreover, we set the
zero-point energy of the glueball field to zero in order to
properly describe glueballs as matter. The evolution of
the glueball minimum in this new potential is shown in
Fig. 1 in terms of the field H and compared to lattice
simulations. Below Tc, hHi is constant with tempera-
ture and it discontinuously jumps to a lower value right
above the critical temperature. We match the size of the
discontinuity predicted in our potential to a result from
lattice, given in Ref. [69] (the red point in Fig. 1). This
constraint is enough to impose limitations on the value
of c1 in Eq. (5), the glueball-Polyakov loop coupling. We
found this value to be c1 = 1.225 ± 0.19 at 95% CL.
The associated uncertainty of ⇠ 20% dominates the un-
certainty in the glueball relic abundance in our analysis,
such that ⇠ O(3%) uncertainties on the fitting parame-
ters in Tab. I have been ignored.
Cosmological evolution of the glueball field—Thanks to

the previous discussion, we are left with a relatively sim-
ple recipe to describe the glueball field dynamics across
the phase transition. Note that the evolution can be
treated as completely classical, since the e↵ective La-
grangian in Eq. (5) fully accounts for quantum e↵ects
at tree level.
In a first approximation, the glueball field is homoge-

neous and evolves in an expanding Friedmann-Lemaitre-
Robertson-Walker (FLRW) Universe. The Klein-Gordon
equation for a field in a FLRW metric reads

�̈+ 3H�̇+ @�V [�, T ] = 0 , (7)

where the Hubble parameter H when glueballs form is
approximately determined by the SM content of the Uni-
verse, as it is assumed to have more degrees of freedom
than the confining dark sector and, if there are no in-
teractions with the SM, this sector is colder than the
SM thermal bath. We denote the visible-to-dark sector
temperature ratio by ⇠T . The photon temperature T�

determines the Hubble parameter H and can be taken as
a time variable in Eq. (7) by using
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where mP is the Planck mass and g⇤,⇢(T�) is the number
of degrees of freedom of the SM bath at temperature
T� = ⇠TT . Note that the dark sector temperature T is
the one that governs the phase transition, i.e. entering in
Eq. (2). In terms of this variable Eq. (7) reads
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠

2
T .

The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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This energy density scales as ⇠ T
3, as CDM, when the

harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
0.015 . T

�3
f ⇤�1

⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
conclusion, the predicted glueball relic density is

0.12⇣�3
T

⇤

137.9 eV
. ⌦h2 . 0.12⇣�3

T

⇤

82.7 eV
, (11)

and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
0.12 ⇣�3

T ⇤/5.45 eV [1], which overestimates the relic den-
sity by one order of magnitude. This di↵erence is due
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
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which has very little impact on our final result. The
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in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠
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around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
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ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
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coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
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physics point of view the evolution can be described as
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which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
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� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
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until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
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fields gives rise to the Dark Matter relic density (no further decays implied)
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Due to the interaction term, dark glueballs are formed from dark gluons 
populating the Universe in the deconfined regime
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Higher-order non-linear interaction terms among glueballs are important 
for large amplitudes of glueball field oscillations around the minimum 
(particularly relevant for phase transition) 4

where mP is the Planck mass and g⇤,⇢(T�) is the number
of degrees of freedom of the SM bath at temperature
T� = ⇠TT . Note that the dark sector temperature T is
the one that governs the phase transition, i.e. entering in
Eq. (2). In terms of this variable Eq. (7) reads
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠

2
T .

The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
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evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
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and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
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T ⇤/5.45 eV [1], which overestimates the relic den-
sity by one order of magnitude. This di↵erence is due
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
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coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
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populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
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sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
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� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
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as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
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the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
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all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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As the glueball number density decreases, only 3->2 processes remain 
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where mP is the Planck mass and g⇤,⇢(T�) is the number
of degrees of freedom of the SM bath at temperature
T� = ⇠TT . Note that the dark sector temperature T is
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
0.015 . T
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⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
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and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
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The evolution of the glueball field is that of a dumped harmonic oscillator in 
a non-linear potential, with oscillations about the minimum
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Energy stored in those oscillations gives rise to the relic DM abundance:
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
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close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠
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around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
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close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
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of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
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tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠
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M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
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sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum
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Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
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coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
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close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
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early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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This energy density scales as ⇠ T
3, as CDM, when the

harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
0.015 . T

�3
f ⇤�1

⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
conclusion, the predicted glueball relic density is

0.12⇣�3
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⇤

137.9 eV
. ⌦h2 . 0.12⇣�3
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⇤

82.7 eV
, (11)

and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
0.12 ⇣�3

T ⇤/5.45 eV [1], which overestimates the relic den-
sity by one order of magnitude. This di↵erence is due
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
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visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠

2
T .
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close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠
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M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.
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placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
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⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
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and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
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We confirm the existence of the glueball overabundance problem for high-
scale confinement previously found in the literature due to the linear scaling 
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We revisit the possibility that Dark Matter is composed of stable scalar glueballs of a confining
dark SU(3) gauge theory coupled only to gravity. The relic abundance of dark glueballs is studied for
the first time in a thermal e↵ective theory accounting for strong-coupling dynamics. An important
ingredient of our analysis is the use of an e↵ective potential for glueballs that is fitted by lattice
simulations. We predict the relic abundance to be in the range 0.12⇣�3

T ⇤/(137.9 eV) . ⌦h2 .
0.12⇣�3

T ⇤/(82.7 eV), with ⇤ being the confinement scale, ⇣T the visible-to-dark sector temperature
ratio and the uncertainty is coming from the fit to lattice data. This prediction is an order of
magnitude smaller than the existing glueball abundance results in the literature. Our framework
can be easily generalised to di↵erent gauge groups and modified cosmological histories paving the way
towards consistent exploration of strongly-coupled dark sectors and their cosmological implications.

Introduction—Confining dark Yang-Mills sectors are
often considered as a possible source of Cold Dark Matter
(CDM) in the Universe. In the simplest case, such dark
gauge sectors are decoupled from the Standard Model,
except for the gravitational interaction. However, the
strong self-interactions confine the gauge sector into com-
posite objects such as glueballs, in the case of a dark
sector only composed of dark gluons. In a minimal ap-
proach, the lightest composite state predicted by a pure
strongly-coupled gauge theory, the scalar dark glueball,
is extensively discussed in the literature as a possible
natural CDM candidate [1–14] (see also Ref. [15] for
a more general discussion including ‘dark hadrons’ and
Ref. [16] for phenomenology of generic late-time forming
DM). As an important case of self-interacting DM, this
type of DM enables a consistent description of the struc-
ture of the Universe at small scales, in particular, help-
ing resolve the so-called missing satellite problem [17]
and the cusp-core problem in the CDM distribution at
galactic scales [18, 19]. Furthermore, strongly-coupled
dark Yang-Mills theories resembling Quantum Chromo-
dynamics (QCD) in the Standard Model are physically
motivated (e.g., these sectors show up frequently in string
compactifications [20–30]) and a wealth of knowledge
in non-perturbative QCD can be directly applied there.
Note, since only a pure Yang-Mills theory has robust and
clean results available from lattice simulations [31], it
has traditionally been the best starting point to study
strongly coupled dark sectors rigorously.

With the presence of a first-order confinement-
deconfinement phase transition at a critical temperature
Tc [31–35], an analysis of relic abundance of this type
of DM is nontrivial and requires a detailed knowledge of
thermal field theory in a non-perturbative domain. The

⇤ Corresponding author.
zhiwei.wang@thep.lu.se

existing calculations predict that the relic abundance of
dark glueballs overcloses the Universe for a confining sec-
tor with critical temperature above the eV-scale, if that
sector is not significantly cooler than the SM thermal
bath. When multiple dark gauge sectors are present,
a situation ubiquitous in string theory, this becomes a
serious problem for phenomenology [36]. Therefore, a
precise understanding of the cosmological generation of
glueball DM, with the inclusion of strong-coupling e↵ects,
is necessary. In this work, we develop a novel approach
to study the relic abundance of dark glueballs by using
the well established low-energy e↵ective model of glueball
and gluon dynamics at finite temperatures [37]. We fur-
ther constrain the e↵ective model parameters by means
of lattice results such as thermodynamic quantities and
observables of the gluon condensate at finite tempera-
ture.

Our approach provides for the first time a rigor-
ous theoretical treatment of the dark glueball dynam-
ics yielding a prediction for the range of relic abundance
0.12⇣�3

T ⇤/(137.9 eV) . ⌦h2 . 0.12⇣�3
T ⇤/(82.7 eV),

about an order of magnitude below the previous esti-
mates in Refs. [1, 36], depending on the visible-to-dark
sector temperature ratio ⇣T . We confirm the linear de-
pendence of the relic abundance with the confinement
scale which is the essence of dark glueball overproduction
problem in the early Universe while the relic abundance
itself is significantly reduced.

Glueball e↵ective Lagrangian—A first-principle’s treat-
ment of the SU(N) confinement-deconfinement phase
transition is a tough theoretical challenge which requires
a consistent description of a deeply non-perturbative dy-
namics. Lattice simulations represent a valuable tool to
study phase transitions in Yang-Mills theories with and
without matter fields (e.g., see Refs. [31, 38, 39]). At
the same time, other complementary approaches have
been used to understand di↵erent aspects of the strong-
coupling e↵ects, such as e↵ective models and the func-
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tional renormalization group [40–59]. Here, we describe
the dynamics of dark glueballs by means of an e↵ective
field theory [37].

At non-vanishing temperatures T , the ZN center of
SU(N) is a relevant global symmetry [60] and it is pos-
sible to construct a number of gauge invariant operators
charged under ZN . The Polyakov loop is a remarkable
example, defined as

` (x) =
1

N
Tr[L] ⌘ 1

N
Tr

"
P exp

"
i g

Z 1/T

0
A0(⌧,x)d⌧

##
,

(1)
where P denotes path ordering, A0 is the time component
of the vector potential associated with this gauge group, g
is the SU(N) coupling constant and (⌧,x) are Euclidean
spacetime coordinates. The Polyakov loop is charged
with respect to the center ZN of the SU(N) gauge
group [60] under which it transforms as ` ! z` with
z 2 ZN . Since the expectation value of the Polyakov loop
vanishes at temperatures below the critical one and it is
non-zero at higher temperatures, it is typically used as
an order parameter for the Yang-Mills confinement phase
transition at temperature Tc ⇠ ⇤ [60]. This observation
was exploited to model the phase transition in a mean
field approach in terms of Polyakov loops known as the
Polyakov Loop Model (PLM) [51]. This model captures
the essential features of confinement phase transition in
SU(N) theories with N � 2 while PLM-inspired models
were also proposed to understand physics of heavy-ion
collisions at the RHIC collider [57, 58]. In [33], it has
been shown that PLM can very well capture thermody-
namic observables predicted by lattice simulations [31].

At temperatures around Tc, one can treat the glueball
field H and the Polyakov loop ` in a unified description,
with an e↵ective temperature-dependent potential given
by [37]

V [H, `] =
H
2
ln


H
⇤4

�
+ T

4V [`] +HP[`] + VT [H] , (2)

where the first term is the zero-temperature glueball po-
tential which can be obtained via the constraint of trace
anomaly [61, 62], ⇤ is the confinement scale of the theory,
and V [`] and P [`] are assumed to be real polynomials in `

and invariant under ZN , with coe�cients that depend on
fits to lattice data. Thermal corrections are included in
VT [H], which might involve terms that are non-analytic
in H [48].

Note that (i) the potential in Eq. (2) reduces to the
glueball dynamics at low temperatures and follows the
PLM in the hot phase, (ii) the glueball field H is a di-
mension four scalar field and (iii) the term that couplesH
and ` is the most general interaction term which can be
constructed without spoiling the zero temperature trace
anomaly (Eq. (21) of Ref. [62]).

In this simplified model we neglect the entire tower
of heavier glueballs and pseudo-scalar glueballs and the
infinite series of dimensionless gauge invariant operators

a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 b3 b4

3.72 �5.73 8.49 �9.29 0.27 2.40 4.53

TABLE I. Parameters of the e↵ective potential in Eq. (5).

with di↵erent charges under ZN . Nevertheless this model
describes the essential features of the Yang-Mills phase
transition. Below the critical temperature Tc the last
term in Eq. (2) is negligible. Since the glueballs are rel-
atively heavy compared to the ⇤ scale their temperature
contribution VT [H] can also be disregarded in the first ap-
proximation [37]. We leave a refined analysis accounting
for thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential for a future
investigation.

In the opposite limit, T � Tc, in the deconfined phase,
the term T

4V[`] dominates, i. e. dark gluons are the
dominant component. The precise relation between the
confinement scale ⇤ and the critical temperature of the
phase transition Tc depends mildly on the gauge group
and matter structure of the theory and is determined
by lattice simulations. In this paper, we consider Tc ⇠
1.61⇤ for SU(3) (see e.g. Ref. [63] for arbitrary number
of colors).

We consider the following Lagrangian for the glueball
and Polyakov loop degrees of freedom [37, 64, 65]

L =
c

2

@µH@
µH

H3/2
� V [H, `] , (3)

where

c =
1

2
p
e

✓
⇤

mgb

◆2

(4)

is a constant determined by the glueball mass mgb, that
in the following is assumed to be mgb = 6⇤ [66]. The
Polyakov loop is a non-dynamical order parameter and
since it is assumed to be homogeneous in space, we ignore
terms involving spatial derivatives of `. This corresponds
to neglect the non-trivial dynamics of a first order phase
transition, which proceeds via the formation of bubbles
and their subsequent collisions. This could have a signif-
icant impact on the formation of glueballs, as observed
in presence of matter (see e.g. Refs. [67, 68]). The kinetic
term for the glueball field H is non-standard, as it can
be inferred from its dimensionality. For this reason, we
write the glueball field H in terms of a canonically nor-
malised scalar field � as H = 2�8

c
�2

�
4, and from this

point on we refer to � as the glueball field. It evolves
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Our prediction is an order of magnitude smaller than the existing glueball 
abundance results in the literature 
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where mP is the Planck mass and g⇤,⇢(T�) is the number
of degrees of freedom of the SM bath at temperature
T� = ⇠TT . Note that the dark sector temperature T is
the one that governs the phase transition, i.e. entering in
Eq. (2). In terms of this variable Eq. (7) reads
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dT
+@�V [�, T ] = 0 ,

(9)
where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠

2
T .

The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and
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This energy density scales as ⇠ T
3, as CDM, when the

harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
0.015 . T
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⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
conclusion, the predicted glueball relic density is
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137.9 eV
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82.7 eV
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and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
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T ⇤/5.45 eV [1], which overestimates the relic den-
sity by one order of magnitude. This di↵erence is due
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where mP is the Planck mass and g⇤,⇢(T�) is the number
of degrees of freedom of the SM bath at temperature
T� = ⇠TT . Note that the dark sector temperature T is
the one that governs the phase transition, i.e. entering in
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where the second term can be neglected for a large range
of temperatures as g⇤,⇢ is constant except at a few iso-
lated events (the QCD phase transition, for example).
We consider it as a free parameter and take g⇤,⇢ = 100,
which has very little impact on our final result. The
visible-to-dark sector temperature ratio can be absorbed
in an e↵ective Planck mass, M ⌘ mP /⇠
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The non-perturbative dynamics of the system is en-
coded in Eq. (9) and, after the phase transition, we as-
sume that the energy density stored in the glueball field
gives precisely the DM relic density. From the particle
physics point of view the evolution can be described as
follows. In the deconfined phase the Universe is popu-
lated by dark gluons that form glueballs at the phase
transition, thanks to the interaction term in Eq. (5).
When the phase transition is completed, DM glueballs
populate the Universe and interact with each other fol-
lowing the potential in Eq. (5), corresponding to inter-
actions in the form (�� �min)n for n = 2, 3..., with �min

being the value of the field at the minimum of the po-
tential. The importance of the higher-n terms depends
on the displacement of � from its minimum, which is a
measure of the glueball density. If, for example, � is very
close to its minimum, only the quadratic term is relevant,
which is equivalent to having a massive free field. On the
other hand, large amplitudes (i.e. larger densities) for
� require increasingly more non-linear interaction terms
(see also Refs. [70, 71]).

In Fig. 2 we show the evolution of the glueball field
as a function of temperature, starting from di↵erent ini-
tial conditions set in the deconfined phase. In the very
early stage, the field evolution is dominated by the Hub-
ble friction and it remains frozen until H becomes com-
parable to the temperature-dependent e↵ective glueball
mass in the deconfined phase, represented by the gray
region labelled as H ' mgb(T ). This happens at a tem-
perature Tosc ⇠

p
M⇤, when the field starts to oscillate

around the minimum of the potential, shown as a dashed
red line in Fig. 2, with a damped amplitude. We take
Tosc � Tc, as M � ⇤, unless the confinement scale is
close to the Planck scale or the dark sector is very cold.
Therefore, the oscillations of the glueball field in the de-
confined phase have enough time to decay, regardless of
initial condition, and � just follows the minimum of the
potential (with damped oscillations of small amplitude
but with an increasing average speed) until the phase
transition occurs at Tc (see Fig. 2). At the critical tem-
perature, the value of the Polyakov loop jumps discon-
tinuously, causing a discontinuous jump in the minimum

FIG. 2. Evolution of the glueball field for a phase transition
scale ⇤ = 10�5

mP , c1 = 1.225 and di↵erent initial conditions.
The grey region indicates the phase in which the glueball mass
is comparable with the Hubble parameter, H ' mgb(T ). The
vertical dashed line marks the phase transition at Tc = 1.61⇤.
The red dashed line shows the evolution of the minimum of
the glueball potential.

of the glueball potential, as shown in Fig. 1, generating
oscillations with a high initial velocity that wash out any
dependence on initial conditions at T > Tc.
Glueball relic density—In the confined phase, � is dis-

placed enough from its minimum to allow for annihilation
of n glueballs into m < n glueballs, n ! m, which is pos-
sible because of the n+m-th order interaction term in the
Lagrangian. As the glueball number density decreases,
all the higher order n ! m processes become less e�cient
until the only e�cient number-changing process is 3 ! 2.
Note that the 3 ! 1 and 2 ! 1 processes are prohib-
ited due to kinematic constraints arising from the energy
conservation. The 3 ! 2 interactions are precisely the
ones determining the relic abundance of glueballs when
�3!2 < H. The evolution is that of a simple damped os-
cillator in a non-linear potential, and the energy stored
in these oscillations around �min ⇡ 0.28⇤ corresponds to
the relic DM abundance, namely, ⌦h2 = ⇢/⇢c, where the
critical density is ⇢c = 1.05⇥ 104 eV cm�3, and

⇢ =
2⇡3

45
g⇤,⇢(T )

T
6

M2

✓
d�

dT

◆2

+ V [�] . (10)

This energy density scales as ⇠ T
3, as CDM, when the

harmonic approximation is valid, i.e. after the decoupling
of 3 ! 2 interactions. Numerically solving Eq. (9) down
to the temperature Tf , and below this temperature the
evolution is simply determined by the cosmological ex-
pansion, for ⇤ . 0.1M , the energy density is given by
0.015 . T

�3
f ⇤�1

⇢ . 0.020 for 1.035 < c1 < 1.415. In
conclusion, the predicted glueball relic density is

0.12⇣�3
T

⇤

137.9 eV
. ⌦h2 . 0.12⇣�3

T

⇤

82.7 eV
, (11)

and this result should be compared to ⌦h2 ⇠
0.12 ⇣�3

T ⇤/5.45 eV [1], which overestimates the relic den-
sity by one order of magnitude. This di↵erence is due
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to two main concurrent e↵ects. The first one is an over-
estimation of the energy stored in the dark gluon field.
In the literature, dark gluons are considered as radia-
tion for all temperatures above the phase transition. In
our approach, the energy density of dark gluons for tem-
peratures right above the critical one strongly deviates
(reduced by a factor ⇠ 50) from that of an ideal gas,
in agreement with lattice results. The second e↵ect is
that glueballs do not redshift as CDM immediately af-
ter the phase transition, going through a phase in which
their equation of state is �1 . p/⇢ . 0, making them
dilute slower than dust. The combination of these ef-
fects leads to the found discrepancy. We note also that
thermal corrections increase the glueball relic density, by
displacing the high-temperature minimum of a ⇠ 10%
farther from the low-temperature minimum [48]. We es-
timated an increase of the relic density up to ⇠ 80% due
to such thermal corrections, which will be subject of a
future investigation.

A possible constraint on the model comes from the
contribution of dark gluons to the e↵ective number of
relativistic species, constrained to be �Ne↵ < 0.35 at
the 95% CL [72]. A temperature ratio ⇣T & 2 is enough
to evade this constraint. Therefore, a dark gauge sector
interacting only via gravitational interactions with the
SM and a confinement scale at the eV scale might explain
the DM abundance without spoiling other cosmological
observables.

Discussion and conclusions—In this work, we pre-

sented a new approach to calculate the glueball CDM
relic density which includes the self-interactions in a
non-perturbative fashion. We bridge the well-established
thermal EFT with the existing lattice results to provide
rigorous phenomenological predictions. Because of its
generality, it is easy to apply this approach to di↵erent
gauge groups, but in this work we considered only SU(3)
for the sake of clarity. Moreover, the method presented in
this work is suitable for investigations of the glueball for-
mation in modified cosmological histories, requiring only
a simple modification of Eq. (9), one of the main results
of this work. Another interesting question is on the role
of thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential, that we ne-
glected in this preliminary study. We postpone this study
to a future work. Our work paves the road towards con-
sistent exploration of strongly-coupled dark sectors and
their cosmological implications.
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farther from the low-temperature minimum [48]. We es-
timated an increase of the relic density up to ⇠ 80% due
to such thermal corrections, which will be subject of a
future investigation.

A possible constraint on the model comes from the
contribution of dark gluons to the e↵ective number of
relativistic species, constrained to be �Ne↵ < 0.35 at
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Discussion and conclusions—In this work, we pre-

sented a new approach to calculate the glueball CDM
relic density which includes the self-interactions in a
non-perturbative fashion. We bridge the well-established
thermal EFT with the existing lattice results to provide
rigorous phenomenological predictions. Because of its
generality, it is easy to apply this approach to di↵erent
gauge groups, but in this work we considered only SU(3)
for the sake of clarity. Moreover, the method presented in
this work is suitable for investigations of the glueball for-
mation in modified cosmological histories, requiring only
a simple modification of Eq. (9), one of the main results
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minimum of a ~10% farther from the low-temperature minimum (in progress)
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Contribution of dark gluons to the effective number of relativistic species, 
is constrained to be
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to two main concurrent e↵ects. The first one is an over-
estimation of the energy stored in the dark gluon field.
In the literature, dark gluons are considered as radia-
tion for all temperatures above the phase transition. In
our approach, the energy density of dark gluons for tem-
peratures right above the critical one strongly deviates
(reduced by a factor ⇠ 50) from that of an ideal gas,
in agreement with lattice results. The second e↵ect is
that glueballs do not redshift as CDM immediately af-
ter the phase transition, going through a phase in which
their equation of state is �1 . p/⇢ . 0, making them
dilute slower than dust. The combination of these ef-
fects leads to the found discrepancy. We note also that
thermal corrections increase the glueball relic density, by
displacing the high-temperature minimum of a ⇠ 10%
farther from the low-temperature minimum [48]. We es-
timated an increase of the relic density up to ⇠ 80% due
to such thermal corrections, which will be subject of a
future investigation.

A possible constraint on the model comes from the
contribution of dark gluons to the e↵ective number of
relativistic species, constrained to be �Ne↵ < 0.35 at
the 95% CL [72]. A temperature ratio ⇣T & 2 is enough
to evade this constraint. Therefore, a dark gauge sector
interacting only via gravitational interactions with the
SM and a confinement scale at the eV scale might explain
the DM abundance without spoiling other cosmological
observables.

Discussion and conclusions—In this work, we pre-

sented a new approach to calculate the glueball CDM
relic density which includes the self-interactions in a
non-perturbative fashion. We bridge the well-established
thermal EFT with the existing lattice results to provide
rigorous phenomenological predictions. Because of its
generality, it is easy to apply this approach to di↵erent
gauge groups, but in this work we considered only SU(3)
for the sake of clarity. Moreover, the method presented in
this work is suitable for investigations of the glueball for-
mation in modified cosmological histories, requiring only
a simple modification of Eq. (9), one of the main results
of this work. Another interesting question is on the role
of thermal e↵ects in the glueball potential, that we ne-
glected in this preliminary study. We postpone this study
to a future work. Our work paves the road towards con-
sistent exploration of strongly-coupled dark sectors and
their cosmological implications.
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Cosmological events
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(ii) Cosmic strings
(iii) Strong cosmological phase transitions (PTs) !

by expanding and colliding vacuum bubbles of new phase

GW background as a gravitational probe for New Physics

Focus on the EW phase transition (EWPT) relevant for EW baryogenesis

Study a simple model with multiple-step strongly 1st-order EWPTs

Study the impact of multiple-step strong PTs on GW spectra

APM,RP,TV (AU,LU,NPI,UPS) Multi-peaked signatures of primordial gravitational waves from multi-step electroweak phase transition July 2nd, 2018 4 / 26

While in the present work we considered only SU(3), due its generality, our 
approach can be easily applied to different gauge groups
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We developed a new approach based upon the well-established thermal EFT 
and the existing lattice results to calculate the glueball CDM relic density 
incorporating confinement effects and non-perturbative self-interactions
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A dark gauge sector interacting only via gravitational interactions with the 
SM and a confinement scale at the eV scale might explain the DM abundance 
without spoiling other cosmological observables
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Our method is suitable for investigations of the glueball formation in 
modified cosmological histories, requiring only a simple modification of the 
main evolution equation


